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When the people on the scene saw this scene, their eyes would fall to the ground!
The genius doctor Huang just said that this bead is a poison bead!
How could this kid have such courage to swallow the beads in one bite!
It’s really too long!

What a young man, why can’t he think so!
When Li Nanfeng saw this scene, his eyes were broken!
This is his heirloom!
When he was kicked out of the family, he secretly took the beads out to avenge the family!
Now, this heirloom treasure was swallowed directly by Wiliam!
hateful!
This is a bead used to save my grandma’s life!
It seems that Wiliam is a real villain! I have no doubts!
After he takes away the beads, will doctor Huang save his grandmother?
It was him who killed his grandma!
Li Nanfeng looked at Wiliam’s eyes, even more angry!
And he was so angry that he couldn’t see clearly that Wiliam was proving to everyone that
this bead was non-toxic!
This is helping him.
After Wiliam swallowed the beads, he closed his eyes, as if feeling what was happening in
his stomach.
The reason why he had the confidence to swallow this bead was that he believed that the
bead was not poisonous, but it was beneficial to cultivation.
Secondly, since he was a child, he has studied the “Medical Classics of Impermanence” and
knows the greatness of the world.
Many natural treasures are edible.

This jade pearl is fine too!
Although after swallowing the stomach, the refining time is very slow.
But in time, I can definitely help myself.
For the third time, Wiliam was also demonstrating to Li Nanfeng.
As Wiliam closed his eyes, a few minutes later, he opened his eyes again.
There seemed to be a flash of light in his eyes.
When everyone saw that he swallowed the poison beads, there was no problem, all of them
were confused.
what’s the problem?
It stands to reason that if this poison bead is really poisonous, if he swallows it, the poison
will only happen faster.
But why does he have no signs of poisoning, but a bit more energetic?
“Now, do you still think this bead is poisonous?” Wiliam suddenly asked everyone.
Everyone looked at each other and was speechless for a while.
The genius doctor Huang said just now that it was very concerning.
Since the beads are poisonous, what happened to these people at the scene?
Even Huang Zhengyin was dumbfounded and couldn’t help asking: “Wiliam! What the hell is
going on!”
“What’s the matter? The problem lies with Huang Daoqing.” Wiliam said casually.
Everyone looked at Huang Daoqing, they still couldn’t believe that Huang Daoqing would
poison him.
Huang Dao was so angry that his face turned pale, and he said angrily: “You don’t spit
people here! Now that the beads are swallowed by you, you are naturally right in everything
you say!”
He wanted to rake and slander Wiliam for destroying his body.
However, Wiliam took the packet of powder and said to Huang Daoqing: “Since you said
your packet of powder is not poisonous, why not take it yourself and show it to us?”
When Huang Daoqing heard it, his face turned green!

by!
Let yourself take medicine!
This kid is ruthless!
It turns out that he just swallowed the beads, and he still had this meaning!
To prove that the beads were poisonous, he swallowed the beads and convinced everyone.
Now I have to prove that my powder is poisonous, so I naturally have to take it myself.
As it should be!
Originally, he didn’t swallow beads, so he could still argue.
Now, there is no room for sophistry!
Absolutely!
Everyone also said: “Yes, Huang doctor, we all believe in you, so you can prove it to us. Just
now this kid swallowed beads.”
Huang Daoqing was embarrassed.
Although he believed that the powder was poisonous, he did not dare to take it.
In the unlikely event that something goes wrong, my life will not be completely lost!
Don’t eat it!
And his hesitation immediately let everyone see a hint.
Huang Zhengyin was so angry that his nose was crooked!
This genius doctor Huang seems to be as true as Lu Yesuo, a fake!
by!
I worshipped him with delicious food and drink these days, and even slept with him, even fed
the dog with passion!
If his father knew about this, and knew that a fake genius doctor had made Tianyi Martial
Arts Hall notorious, he would surely beat himself to death!
Huang Daoqing saw that Huang Zhengyin’s face was wrong, and immediately knew that the
matter had been exposed.

He suddenly wanted to run outside!
But at this time, Huang Zhengyin shouted loudly: “Catch him for me!”
A few people pressed Huang Daoqing to the ground.
Now everyone sees that this person is a fake.
“Damn! It turned out to be true! Didn’t we all be deceived by him!”
“His medicine turned out to be poisonous! Fortunately, there was no number ahead,
otherwise I would be dead too!”
“Where did this kid come out, so he can tell that this old man is a fake? It’s amazing! We
wronged him!”
Everyone talked a lot, and Li Nanfeng’s expression was a bit awkward at this time.
This yellow genius doctor turned out to be a fake!
Then, just now, didn’t he be fooled by him!
It was almost time to give grandma the medicine.
Fortunately, Wiliam saved his grandmother’s life at this time.
Although Li Nanfeng thought so, he would not appreciate Wiliam.
He felt that neither of these two people was a good thing, it was a dog biting a dog.
Especially, since Wiliam knew that this person was a fake, why didn’t he say it earlier?
It happened to be said after swallowing his heirloom orb.
He is clearly coveting his orb!
hateful!
After holding Huang Daoqing, Huang Zhengyin didn’t dare to swear against Wiliam for a
while. He asked in surprise, “Wiliam, how do you see the identity of this person? Also, what’s
the matter with these people being poisoned? “
Wiliam looked at Huang Zhengyin coldly, and said, “Huang Daoqing’s medicine is not
poisonous in itself.”
Everyone was taken aback, they heard Wiliam continue to say: “However, sandalwood was
spotted on the spot. That is another situation. The things under heaven, the mutual growth

and restraint, the way of practicing medicine, the most important thing is to understand these
things. The way of health, the smell of sandalwood contains a kind of primer. This kind of
primer happens to be incompatible with one of the medicines in Huang Daoqing’s
prescription. When it is counteracted, it will give birth to a highly toxic substance.”
After Wiliam finished speaking, there was an uproar at the scene!
And Huang Daoqing’s eyes widened!
He has deceived for so many years, and he has a good foundation.
He still knows the most basic pharmacology.
He followed Wiliam’s thoughts, and suddenly his body trembled violently, and he called out in
disbelief, “You mean, the poison that is born is the poison of blood clotting!”
Blood clotting poison!
The people at the scene were at a loss, but when they heard the name, they felt that they
were incomparable.
There was an uproar in Huang Daoqing’s heart!
It turned out to be the poison of blood clotting!
No wonder, I have always been strange, the prescription is not poisonous, it turns out that
this sandalwood body!
I have cheated myself for so many years, and I have never lighted sandalwood while taking
medicine, so there have been no problems.
This Huang Zhengyin, damn it, in order to flatter himself, he put on sandalwood to render his
artistic conception, unexpectedly becoming his own desperate incense!
However, Huang Daoqing suddenly laughed like crazy, “Hahaha! Since it is the poison of
blood clotting, then, the old man can’t get out of his body today, let these people die with the
old man!”
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The people at the scene got goose bumps all over by Huang Daoqing’s laugh!
This Huang Daoqing is really crazy!
He has killed so many people, he still doesn’t know how to repent!
I want to take these people to his funeral!

There is no forgiveness!
Looking at Huang Daoqing, who is now crazy, everyone is extremely complicated!
Just now he was clearly a highly respected genius doctor, and he didn’t expect that his face
was so ugly!
I cheated everyone, and now so many people are killed!
Huang Zhengyin was also terrified, but these people can’t be allowed to die in Tianyi Martial
Arts Hall!
He quickly yelled: “Hurry up and call an ambulance and take them to the hospital!”
Just now, everyone’s hopes were placed on Huang Daoqing, thinking that in the name of his
genius doctor, it is not a trivial matter to heal these people.
Call an ambulance, isn’t this asking for distance?
But now the situation is completely different. Since it has been proved that Huang Daoqing is
a fake genius doctor, there must be no cure now.
Can only be sent to the hospital!
And Huang Daoqing smiled even more crazily, “To the hospital? Hahaha, it’s too late! It’s too
late! These people are going to die! This is the poison of blood clotting!”
Everyone was angry and anxious, and Huang Zhengyin kicked Huang Daoqing to the
ground with one kick, and cursed fiercely: “I killed you! It was you who killed our Tianyi
Martial Arts Hall!”
Although Huang Daoqing was beaten to perfection, his heart was strangely happy!
He was on the ground, staring at Wiliam with sinister eyes!
It seems to be saying, you know this is the poison of blood clotting, presumably you already
know the horror of this poison!
Hahaha!
Above the Q City ( Qena City ), I see who can save these people!
Died well!
You die well!

After Huang Zhengyin beat Huang Daoqing, he hurriedly cursed at his men: “You are so
stupid! Do you hear my orders? Call me now.”
Those subordinates woke up like a dream and took out their phones one by one to call the
hospital.
But at this time, Wiliam stood up and stopped these people.
“Huang Daoqing was wrong, and it is too late to be sent to the hospital.”
It takes more than ten minutes for the hospital car to come here.
Ten minutes is enough to kill these people.
The poison of blood clotting, even Huang Daoqing felt scared, this poison is indeed
extremely powerful.
It can coagulate all the blood in the body, and eventually die of heart failure.
Sure enough, as Wiliam’s voice fell, the few people who first vomited blood suddenly sat up
from the ground like a corpse.
They vomited several mouthfuls.
However, what I vomit makes people see goose bumps all over!
What they vomit is no longer blood!
It’s a big block of blood!
The blood clot was red and black, and it was still steaming.
A stench immediately filled the room.
Seeing this scene, Huang Zhengyin took a few steps back before he could stand firm.
It’s over, it’s over now!
Tianyi Martial Arts Hall is going to be ruined in his own hands!
Originally, Huang Zhengyin wanted to strengthen the reputation of Tianyi Martial Arts Hall
through the prestige of Huang Shenyi.
Now, do bad things well.
This yellow genius doctor is actually a fake, and has harmed so many people.
Then Tianyi Martial Arts Hall is a complete accomplice.

Huang Daoqing is going to die to death, and Tianyi Martial Arts Hall is going to die to death!
Just as everyone was at a loss, Wiliam suddenly said, “Huang Zhengyin, call a few more
people to hang upside down all the people who were vomiting blood and unconscious at the
scene.”
Ok?
Everyone was stunned.
Upside down?
What is this operation?
Huang Zhengyin even said angrily: “Wiliam! What do you mean! These people are dying,
and you hang them upside down. Are you whip the corpse?”
The people at the scene nodded together.
If people are about to die, how can they insult people?
However, Wiliam said: “If you want to save these people’s lives, just do what I said.”
When Wiliam said these words, his heart was actually peaceful.
The life and death of Tianyi Wuguan has nothing to do with him.
However, if these forty lives died because of Huang Daoqing, it would be a bit unworthy.
Behind the forty lives are more than forty families.
These people are young and middle-aged people. Since they can come out as extras, their
family will definitely not be too rich.
They are all families waiting to be fed. When these people die, the hearts of hundreds of
people are implicated.
No matter how hard-hearted Wiliam was, he didn’t want to witness this human tragedy
happen.
And he always keeps in mind the teachings his grandfather taught him during his lifetime.
Similarly, there is no kind of medicine.
Huang Zhengyin looked at Wiliam in surprise, “Will you still be cured?”

Wiliam nodded, “I can’t cure the disease, why do I say this? Now you have two ways to go,
one, believe me, according to what I said, it’s good to be a dead horse. Second, don’t
believe it. I, waiting for the ambulance to come.”
Huang Daoqing on the side laughed loudly, “Hahaha, you kid, don’t play mystery here! This
blood clotting poison is my brother Huang Daoming here, and it will take some time to
detoxify. And it can only detoxify one person. Poison! Now there are more than forty people
here! Even if you can save one, so what! Can you save forty people in ten minutes!
Hahaha!”
His words, like a basin of cold water, poured on everyone’s heart.
Indeed, as Huang Daoqing said, even if it is a cold, can you save ten people in ten minutes?
Not to mention this strange poison!
Many people are completely desperate.
However, Huang Zhengyin seemed to be aroused by Huang Daoqing!
He stomped his foot and shouted loudly: “Come here! Take the rope! Everyone will help me!
Hang these people upside down!”
Fortunately, Tianyi Martial Arts Hall is a martial arts gym, usually hemp rope and everything
are always available, but now it is crowded with people.
Several people gathered around a patient, and within three minutes, they all hung all of them
upside down on the beam of the hall!
Seeing the scene in front of them, everyone just felt like watching a horror movie!
More than forty people were hung upside down in the middle of the hall. They will never
forget this scene!
They cast their eyes on Wiliam one after another.
Since this kid has the courage to say that he can save people, even if he is bragging, he has
courage.
He should be praised!
Even if he can only save one person, it is a victory!
“Please!” Huang Zhengyin suddenly bowed respectfully to Wiliam.
Wiliam’s next success or failure will directly determine the life and death of Tianyi Martial
Arts Hall!

And Li Nanfeng shook his head. He had already noticed that Wiliam was pretending!
Every time he makes the situation worse, and then comes forward to be a hero.
Really disgusting!
Just like now, even if he can’t save people, people will not blame him, but will say that he is
courageous.
“It’s a mystery, Wiliam, you disappoint me too much.” Li Nanfeng said to Wiliam, then picked
up his unconscious grandma on his back and turned to leave.
He was already thinking in his heart, the world is so big, where he would find the genius
doctor holding the vermilion silver needle.
He is his only hope.
At this moment, Huang Daoqing, who was laughing wildly, suddenly shouted in disbelief,
causing Li Nanfeng to stop.
“Zhu! Vermillion Silver Needle!”
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Huang Daoqing didn’t believe that Wiliam could save people at all.
After all, this blood clotting poison even felt a bit tricky for Huang Daoming, his younger
brother, who was called a genius doctor.
What’s more, there are more than forty people at the scene, and the best treatment time has
been delayed, only seven or eight minutes are left.
This is simply impossible.
until–
He suddenly saw that Wiliam took out silver needles from his arms.
Originally, he was about to laugh at this kid, but the tools were quite complete.
But when he saw it accidentally, he was going crazy!
He didn’t know where he was, but he got up from the ground, his eyes widened!
Vermillion Silver Needle!

This kid turned out to be a vermilion silver needle in his hand!
He knew the status of the Vermillion Silver Needle in Huang Daoqing’s heart.
Even his younger brother Huang Daoming has great respect for this vermilion silver needle!
That is the belongings of the old genius doctor!
This Wiliam also has this vermilion silver needle!
What does he have to do with that mysterious old genius doctor!
Now that the Vermillion Needle appeared, even Huang Daoqing didn’t know if this kid could
save so many people.
Manpower cannot be done before.
But now, what the vermilion silver needle represents is not manpower!
It’s a legend!
Legend can be!
Everyone was stunned when they heard the vermilion silver needle and saw Huang
Daoqing’s reaction.
Although they didn’t know why this vermilion silver needle shocked Huang Daoqing, who
was still frantic just now.
But this expression does not prove that the silver needle in Wiliam’s hand is absolutely
extraordinary?
Everyone used to be a dead horse, but now there is a kind of hope that sprouts in
everyone’s heart.
Today, here, is this kid going to create a miracle?
In seven minutes, more than forty people were saved!
When everyone thinks about it, they feel a kind of unprecedented excitement!
In the scene, the most shocking person was Li Nanfeng!
A second ago, he was still thinking about where to find the owner of Vermilion Silver Needle.
In the next second, I heard Huang Daoqing calling out the vermilion silver needle.

He originally thought that when Huang Daoqing called out the name of the silver needle, he
was instructing that only the owner of the scarlet silver needle could save the blood clotting
poison.
However, until he saw Huang Daoqing’s shocked eyes, he followed Huang Daoqing’s eyes
and looked at Wiliam!
Looked at the silver needle in Wiliam’s hand!
A section of vermilion, twinkling strange!
The silver needle with red light made Li Nanfeng dumbfounded.
This is the vermilion silver needle!
The vermilion silver needle, which he could not find a place to step through the iron shoes,
appeared here!
Moreover, it appeared in Wiliam’s hands!
how can that be!
How could Wiliam know how to heal!
His skill is already so good!
And worth over 100 million!
Now he still knows how to heal, how many secrets he doesn’t know this young man!
It stands to reason that Li Nanfeng should be ecstatic when he saw Vermilion Silver Needle.
After all, he knew from Huang Daoqing that only the owner of Vermilion Silver Needle could
save his grandmother.
However, Li Nanfeng now has no sense of ecstasy.
There is only a fierce anger left in my heart, and a trace of invisible regret…
why!
This vermilion silver needle appeared in the hands of anyone in the world, and Li Nanfeng
could accept it.
He could kneel down, begging the owner of the scarlet silver needle to save his
grandmother.
But the people of the world, except Wiliam!

He could see the true face of Wiliam clearly!
Wiliam is a villain through and through!
How can a villain have vermilion silver needles!
Is it necessary to beg this villain to save my grandma!
Thinking of this, Li Nanfeng’s heart felt like being hit by a stone, and it was extremely
uncomfortable!
hateful!
This kid doesn’t know where to get the vermilion silver needle!
it is good!
I’m interested!
I’ll stay and see, how do you use the vermilion silver needle to make a sensational
sensation!
After Wiliam took out the vermilion silver needle, his body moved.
He knew that for the current situation, time is life.
More than forty people were rescued in seven minutes, and the time was indeed very short.
This is also an unprecedented challenge for Wiliam!
He rushed towards the nearest person, almost unaware that the long live safflower in his
hand had already been thrown out!
After the long live safflower was thrown out, his body moved again and went to the next
person!
People at the scene, their jaws are falling to the ground!
Since ancient times, acupuncture with silver needles has been a cautious thing.
After all, the acupuncture points of the human body are very mysterious, and a little
carelessness will lead to killing.
This Wiliam actually flew the needle directly!
So fast!
Did he find out the acupuncture points?

Totally impossible!
In such a short time, let alone find out the acupuncture points, you can’t see it!
What the hell is he doing!
Is it dead?
When everyone was horrified, only two people saw the abnormality in this period!
One is Huang Daoqing!
Although Huang Daoqing is a fake doctor, he knows the acupuncture points of the human
body anyway.
He didn’t have time to see how Wiliam got the needle.
So his attention was all focused on the back of the first person.
His coat had been taken off, and there was only a vermilion silver needle on his back.
He distinguished carefully, and he was shocked!
With such a rapid injection, the silver needle was inserted into the Ziwei point on the back of
that person without any difference!
God!
He doesn’t believe that there are people in the world who can get needles directly by feeling
like this. There will definitely be mistakes and omissions in an emergency!
So he looked at the next one.
The next one is right.
Next one!
He saw a dozen people in a row, and the more he looked at it, the more terrifying he
became!
Nothing is wrong!
This Wiliam stayed in front of everyone for no more than a second!
He has no time to observe at all!
He is flying needles by feeling!

With these forty people, even if they fly halfway right, Huang Daoqing thinks it is incredible.
Now, everything is correct!
This completely subverts Huang Daoqing’s three views!
Terrible!
In contrast to this flying needle technique, my own ridiculous pulse diagnosis by hanging silk
is just a joke!
Even if his younger brother Huang Daoming came here in person, he would be disappointed!
What kind of identity is this kid!
There is actually a vermilion silver needle!
The medical skills are so good!
Suddenly, Huang Daoqing became very curious about Wiliam’s identity!
With this kind of medical skills and still so young, could it be that this kid comes from…
He also learned from Huang Daoming that there are many hidden families in this world.
There are countless capable people like the sands of the Ganges.
This Wiliam should come from there!
Otherwise, it is absolutely impossible to be so young!
And the other person who saw that Wiliam was extraordinary was Huang Zhengyin!
Huang Zhengyin naturally doesn’t understand any medical skills, but he understands martial
arts!
He only saw Wiliam flick his wrist with every flying needle technique.
The silver needle is like electricity, and your wrist is like a wave!
There is a mysterious rhythm in it!
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Huang Zhengyin is a martial artist. Naturally, he knows that rhythm is extremely important
when practicing martial arts.
In many cases, because of this rhythm problem, 70 to 80% of people are stuck at the
threshold of martial arts.
And this Wiliam, although he already knew that his martial arts was strong.
But now, seeing his trembling rhythm, Huang Zhengyin feels comfortable and cheerful.
It seems that there is a avenue here.
It seems that this Wiliam is still hiding himself!
In less than a minute, Wiliam had already inserted a silver needle into everyone’s body!
The people at the scene did not dare to gasp for fear that it would interrupt Wiliam’s rhythm.
And Wiliam didn’t mean to relax at all. He knew that this was the first step.
He first sealed the Ziwei acupoints on these people to prevent the blood clotting poison from
spreading again.
Next, it is the most difficult.
Detoxify!
And it can’t be slow!
If it is normal, detoxification must be one-on-one, and be dedicated and dedicated.
But now, time has not allowed him to do so.
Fight!
Wiliam suddenly left in front of these people, a full distance of five or six meters.
Everyone was taken aback, what is Wiliam doing?
Did he give up?
Why are you so far away?
But in the next second, everyone almost screamed!
I saw that the gap between Wiliam’s hands was covered with vermilion silver needles, and
then he opened his bow left and right!

The silver needle between the two hands flew out like a sparkle again!
This time, not one person was shot!
But ten people!
Horrible!
This Wiliam is so crazy!
Heal ten people at the same time!
No wonder he has to pull such a large distance just to expand his sight range!
However, there is a truth in this, which is understood by ordinary people!
Wiliam pulled so far, his sight range was expanded!
However, the difficulty of flying needles increases in a straight line as the distance increases!
What’s more, flying needles to ten people at the same time!
This scene made everyone dumbfounded!
Never seen before!
Unheard of!
Huang Daoqing even opened his mouth wide, watching this scene in disbelief.
The flying needle by Wiliam just now made Huang Daoqing feel incredible.
Now, ten people flying needle at the same time!
by!
Where on earth is this kid’s limit!
Where is it! This is the upper limit of Chinese medicine!
Huang Daoqing carefully observed the acupuncture points of these people and finally found
that there was a deviation.
Although it was only a slight deviation and could not affect much, it finally gave Huang
Daoqing a sigh of relief.
Otherwise, he thought that Wiliam was a god descended from the earth!

It turned out that Wiliam was also exhausted and made mistakes.
Sure enough, after Wiliam’s long live safflower spread, his forehead oozes dense beads of
sweat!
There were ten flying needles at the same time, and Wiliam had never tried it!
Here, the accuracy requirements for force alignment are thousands of times more difficult
than usual!
And what makes Wiliam feel even more exhausted is that under this tremendous
concentration, his energy is too easily consumed!
Just like now, after only one round, I was already sweating, and felt that my hands and feet
were weakened.
He resisted the discomfort, stepped forward to withdraw the needle, and then began to give
the needle to ten people in the next round.
In the meantime, Li Nanfeng’s eyes finally changed.
Before, he thought that Wiliam just wanted to play mystery.
He naturally saw that Wiliam’s needle technique was extraordinary and the rhythm was
mysterious.
But he preconceived that it was Wiliam using his martial arts to fake medical skills.
It wasn’t until Wiliam’s ten people flew a needle that Li Nanfeng was shocked.
With this hand, no matter how contemptuous he was, he felt that he was so godly!
What’s more, he saw that Wiliam’s face was already extremely pale.
Leng Khan kept falling down Wiliam’s forehead.
If he wants to play mystery, why push himself for this kind of sake?
First, ten people fly a needle. This is too bold. If you want to play mystery, you will definitely
treat them one by one.
Secondly, his cold sweat and weakness are not pretends, but a side effect of overdrawing
energy. Li Nanfeng also knows this side effect.
Now, for the first time, Li Nanfeng wondered, is this Wiliam really doing good deeds?
Suddenly, he didn’t know what to do?

He found that he couldn’t clearly see what Wiliam was like.
After Wiliam’s second round was over, he staggered and almost fell to the ground.
The place he walked was already wet with his sweat.
The sweat in this place is his merit!
The people at the scene already knew that Lu Yeli was out of control.
Their hearts were deeply shaken by this young guy!
Not to mention the unparalleled medical skills, the moral character is even higher!
Obviously my body is overdrawn, and I have to work hard to save the lives of these innocent
people!
The family members of many patients at the scene have already begun to weep.
Not crying for my family.
But for Wiliam!
Obviously this matter has nothing to do with him as a stranger, but he stepped forward, and
Scheer wanted to save the people!
This is what a great personality spirit!
Huang Zhengyin looked at the weak Wiliam, as if he was also moved.
The humiliation that had previously been lost to Wiliam disappeared at this moment.
If he loses to a villain, Huang Zhengyin will naturally retaliate.
However, it was defeated by a person of noble character.
Huang Zhengyin only felt that he was a glorious defeat!
Seeing that Wiliam almost fell, he hurried up to support Wiliam.
The moment his hand touched Wiliam, there was a sudden ice.
He looked at Wiliam in amazement, Wiliam’s body was extremely cold!
This is the consequence of a serious overdraft of energy!
“Wiliam! Stop! If this continues, your brain will be hit hard! You will become an idiot!” Huang
Zhengyin suddenly shouted!

People who practice martial arts suffer three kinds of injuries.
The easiest to treat is trauma.
The second was internal injuries. Huang Zhengyin’s father Frederick was unable to heal
from internal injuries for many years.
And there is the last kind of wound, which is extremely rare, that is, the divine wound!
Human energy is limited, and if you are overdrawn infinitely, your soul will collapse and you
will directly become an idiot!
At this moment, Wiliam was seriously overdrawn!
When he shouted so, everyone could see that Wiliam’s body had become extremely weak!
Some people couldn’t help it anymore and shouted: “Young man, you have done enough. If
you die to save them, we will be even more embarrassed.”
“Yes, stop it, this matter has nothing to do with you.”
“You have curbed the spread of toxicity. It should be too late to get a doctor. You should take
care of your own body first!”
Suddenly, the voices of the masses converged, and they were all asking for Wiliam to stop
treatment.
This scene made Huang Zhengyin choked.
At this moment, he understood an old saying.
Those who win the hearts of the people win the world!
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Now, Wiliam has won the hearts of the people, and everyone’s hope is well received! A
hundred responses!
This is not the highest glory of a martial artist!
Huang Zhengyin patted Wiliam on the shoulder, “Forget it, the ambulance should also be
coming soon, so take a good rest, we will always remember your kindness today.”
But at this time, Wiliam gently pushed Huang Zhengyin away, and said with a weak tone but
firmly: “I, Wiliam, never give up halfway!”

After saying this, he rushed forward again, shooting out the silver needle in his hand as if he
were desperate!
One by one silver needles drew a brilliant red light in the air.
In the lobby of Tianyi Martial Arts Hall, it seemed that there was a magnificent meteor
shower.
Everyone looked at the silver needles stupidly, their eyes flushed long ago.
This little guy is changing his life!
does it worth?
He never knew these patients at all.
What is supporting him, giving up so desperately to save others?
After much deliberation, there is only one answer!
He is the real healer!
Healers are unparalleled!
Benevolence!
Work forever!
Compared with Huang Daoqing before, the image of Wiliam can no longer be erased in
everyone’s hearts!
Some people even began to pray.
Pray that today’s sudden disaster will disappear out of thin air.
Pray for the health and safety of so many patients at the scene.
Pray for Wiliam, pray that he will live a long life forever!
Six minutes passed.
Wiliam’s face was already green.
His body was completely wet with cold sweat.
Those who hang upside down in mid-air are mostly unconscious.
But as Wiliam applied the needle, some began to twitch.

Everyone didn’t know whether this was a misfortune or a blessing, each of them opened
their mouths wide, afraid to say a word.
And in the end, as Wiliam spilled all the long live safflower in his hand, the people suddenly
coughed violently.
Suddenly, someone wowed again and vomited blood!
Immediately afterwards, there was the second and the third.
Those who hung upside down turned out to vomit blood.
However, seeing them vomiting blood, the people at the scene suddenly burst into
thunderous applause!
Before, these people vomited blood clots!
Now, what they vomit is blushing blood!
In other words, the blood clotting poison was really resolved by this Wiliam!
In this scene, I don’t know how many people were infected!
I don’t know how many people are shocked!
Everyone seemed to be full of passion, and they couldn’t vent it!
Huang Zhengyin even clenched his fists and screamed!
Too much relief!
This Wiliam is really a strange man in the world!
Before that, no one could believe that one person could rescue these venomous patients in
just seven minutes!
The number is as many as forty people!
But now, Wiliam has done it!
In front of these people, Wiliam created an amazing miracle!
No, it should be said that the existence of Wiliam is a miracle!
These people finally survived.
In other words, Wiliam kept the reputation of Tianyi Martial Arts Hall by himself!

Thinking of this, Huang Zhengyin’s eyes were also red.
He hurried forward and supported Wiliam.
He carefully examined Wiliam’s expression and found that although Wiliam’s face was
extremely pale, his pulse condition was fairly stable.
It should be life-threatening.
However, after this battle, he rarely said that he would have to stay in bed for a month or two
to fully recover.
This is already God Bless Wiliam!
Huang Zhengyin made people hurry to put down those hanging upside down.
After those people were put down, the twitches of their bodies gradually subsided, and their
breathing gradually settled down.
Seeing this scene, the people at the scene suddenly looked at Wiliam together.
Especially the family members of those patients were grateful to Wiliam.
With a person kneeling down to Wiliam silently.
A group of people also knelt down slowly.
Half of the people present knelt down to Wiliam, grateful for his life-saving grace!
Seeing these people kneeling towards Wiliam at the scene, one person in the field had
mixed feelings.
He is Li Nanfeng!
Since Wiliam finally gave up his life to save, Li Nanfeng’s heart began to regret.
Suddenly he wondered if he had saved the abdomen of a gentleman with a villain’s heart!
Wiliam was not that kind of sinister villain at all.
On the contrary, looking at him now, he is frank and frank, the man in the world, who is as
brave and mighty as him!
Yes, I misunderstood him.
Once Li Nanfeng had this idea in his heart, he could no longer contain it.

He suddenly slapped himself severely!
If you misunderstand him, forget it.
I even said such harsh words to him!
Li Nanfeng would never say such words before.
Now, he actually said to Wiliam.
Thinking of Wiliam’s selfless help again and again, and thinking of Wiliam’s face pale with
anger by his words, Li Nanfeng suddenly felt out of breath.
remorse!
He is a gentleman, I am a complete villain!
Seeing that Wiliam was placed on a chair by Huang Zhengyin to rest, Li Nanfeng wanted to
go forward and say sorry, but he couldn’t move forward.
His own words really hurt Wiliam too much.
He treats himself as a friend, and dared to take it with him.
And what about yourself, what would you give him back?
With one vicious sentence, one by one malicious speculation.
Are you still a human!
And Wiliam on the side didn’t even see Li Nanfeng.
He sat in a chair, and even though he knew those people were kneeling to give thanks, he
couldn’t do anything.
As everyone knows, his body is also undergoing earth-shaking changes!
He was too reluctant to turn the tide this time.
Serious overdraft of energy.
In fact, at the end, he felt more than once that his spirit was on the verge of collapse.
It seems that as long as one exerts force, the mind will immediately shatter.
However, there is a mysterious power, every time on the verge of collapse, a vast blood is
born out of thin air!

It was this blood energy that hung Wiliam’s last mind there, so that it would not completely
collapse.
Now, he survived.
Wiliam sat on the chair for five or six minutes before stretching out his hands.
The first thing he did was put his hand into his pocket.
Then, he took out something.
Wiliam suddenly smiled tragically when he saw what he was holding.
it is as expected!
I was fortunate enough to recover a life this time, thanks to it!
What Wiliam was holding in his hand was a simple piece of jade.
Only now, there are clearly visible cracks in the jade.
In the cracks, deep in the blood!
This piece of blood jade from the head of Lantern Village used the power of the whole village
to practice blood for him. At the most dangerous moment, it saved Wiliam’s life!
And when Lu Yezheng was in a daze, the jade in his hand suddenly uttered an inaudible
hum.
The blood jade turned into powder in public!

Chapter 436.
Wiliam’s hand clenched tightly.
The powder of blood jade fell gently to the ground along his fingers.
And his hands were full of blood flowing out of blood jade.
Originally there were only a few drops of blood, but at this moment, the whole palm of Wiliam
was stained with blood!
This blood, without anyone knowing it, slowly seeped into Wiliam’s palm, as if it was done in
the sky, achieving another good fortune!

Feeling a little bit of strength in his body, Wiliam reluctantly said: “You don’t have to do this to
me, just get up.”
The people in front of them were still kneeling upright.
Wiliam is a life-saving grace for them.
Kneeling alone is not enough to express their gratitude to Wiliam.
Seeing Wiliam speaking, those people looked excited and shouted loudly: “Benefactor, you
are really good! God bless! Today’s catastrophe is finally over.”
“Benefactor, let us kneel, we really don’t know how to repay you…”
Wiliam looked indifferent and said indifferently: “I saved people, not for selfishness, but for
the sake of calmness, so you don’t need to thank me. Go back.”
Those people look at me, and I look at you, they don’t even start.
Finally, Huang Zhengyin said: “You go back first. Your family members are still lying there.
Although they are not life-threatening, they still need to be sent to the hospital for a good
examination. Go, family members matter.”
After hearing these words, those people nodded together.
However, most of them said categorically: “Benevolence, we have nothing to pay for your
great kindness! We will rush tomorrow and spread your glorious deeds all over the world, so
that all healers will know. , We have a great genius doctor in Q City ( Qena City ) who is
public and selfless!”
When Wiliam heard this, he wanted to stop him, but at this time, he coughed violently.
This propaganda is pretty good.
Are these false names that I adore?
But it was too late.
Those people helped the patients who were still in a coma, and left the Tianyi Martial Arts
Hall in an orderly manner.
There are a dozen people left in the field.
At this time, Huang Zhengyin looked at Huang Daoqing, who was already absent on the
ground, and the killing intent in his eyes almost gushed out!
It was him who almost ruined the entire Tianyi Martial Arts Hall!

Today, if there is no Wiliam to make a move, there will be no Tianyi Martial Arts Hall in Q City
( Qena City )!
If he didn’t break his body into pieces, it would be hard to vent his resentment!
However, when he was acting, he still asked Wiliam, “Wiliam, what do you want to do with
this bastard?”
Wiliam glanced at Huang Daoqing casually. Huang Daoqing seemed to be a fool and didn’t
know how to resist.
He said faintly: “Whatever you do.”
These words fit Huang Zhengyin’s heart, his eyes were fierce, and he said, “Drag him down
for me! Feed the dog!”
And when Huang Daoqing was dragged out, like waking up from a dream, he yelled at
Wiliam frantically: “I know, I know who you are! I know who you are! Hahaha, it turns out you
from……”
Before the words fell, a rope, like a flying snake, wrapped around Huang Daoqing’s neck.
Huang Daoqing almost didn’t even have a chance to snort, his neck was crooked, and his
neck was directly strangled by a rope.
Huang Zhengyin’s eyes widened.
by!
This Wiliam used to see him benevolent, and thought he was an extremely kind person.
But I didn’t expect that before changing hands, he would kill Huang Daoqing directly in front
of so many people!
And it doesn’t change the color!
This huge contrast made Huang Zhengyin surprised!
The first second is the genius doctor who saves the common people, and the second second
is the devil who kills the world!
These two completely contradictory identities are so closely integrated in his body!
Who is he!
Huang Zhengyin couldn’t help but think of the words Huang Daoqing said before he died.
The identity of Wiliam is by no means simple.

Otherwise, just because of a single sentence, Wiliam was murdered.
At this moment, Huang Zhengyin, although he was curious about Wiliam’s true identity,
looked at Huang Daoqing, who had died, his body trembled slightly.
It’s better to keep a clear mind. Don’t dig deep for his identity.
Thinking of this, he quickly said to Wiliam: “Wiliam, you need to rest now, how about I send
you back right away?”
Wiliam nodded, “Okay, thanks.”
“What the hell! You saved our Tianyi martial arts museum today, and we all want to thank
you! My father will be back tomorrow morning. I will tell my father truthfully. Then I will let my
father come in person. Thanks.” Huang Zhengyin said sternly.
He is a martial artist at any rate, and he can still do this because of his grievances.
Although Wiliam had hatred with him at the beginning, he was already more gratitude than
resentment.
Wiliam was thinking in his heart, Frederick will come to thank you tomorrow?
I’m afraid this is how easy it is?
However, if it was because of this incident, the conflict between the two caused by Siirius
would be resolved, it would be considered a little less lumpy.
“Let’s talk about it tomorrow.” Wiliam said.
Huang Zhengyin nodded, but made up his mind that he must speak out.
Even if his father refuses to come to the door because of face, but at least at least, he has to
come to thank you, this is in line with the etiquette of their martial arts.
And just as they were about to leave, a hesitant voice came from behind, “Wiliam, you wait.”
Wiliam turned around to look, and it was Li Nanfeng who was talking.
At this moment, Li Nanfeng’s face was full of chagrin.
However, it was this kind of annoyance that made Wiliam feel even more angry.
The clay figure still has three points of fire.
Li Nanfeng was still carrying his unconscious grandma, but he hesitated to come to Wiliam.

His mouth moved, but he could not speak.
Wiliam chuckled, “Is there anything else?”
Li Nanfeng thought for a while, and finally said, “I lost the bet.”
This sentence is the most decent sentence that Li Nanfeng can say.
However, Wiliam smiled jokingly, “No, I said before that I lost this bet.”
Li Nanfeng looked at Wiliam in amazement.
He had already softened to Wiliam.
But what does he mean by this?
Chi Guoguo refused his kindness?
Li Nanfeng was not convinced by Wiliam at first.
But after seeing the selfless spirit of Wiliam saving people, he was also infected.
So, he didn’t know when he was thinking about it, maybe it would be too shameful to be a
subordinate of Wiliam.
But now, Wiliam said nothing, but it made Li Nanfeng very uncomfortable.
Just when Wiliam was about to leave, Li Nanfeng suddenly stood upright and knelt down.
“Wiliam, can you still save my grandma?”
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When Li Nanfeng said these words, his face burned like fire!
He himself felt that he was too shameless!
Before so slander and slander Wiliam, words are like a knife!
Wiliam no longer blamed himself.
But now, I was so cool that I turned around and asked him to save people?
What do you think of him?
Everyone is angry.

However, Li Nanfeng had to say the words to save people.
After all, Wiliam was holding a vermilion silver needle, plus his medical skills just now, the
facts have proved that Wiliam is the only genius doctor who can save his grandma.
If he didn’t ask Wiliam, grandma would have to wait to die.
Thinking of this, Li Nanfeng suddenly wanted to slap himself again!
He thought that Wiliam had said more than once before that he could save grandma.
But myself, I didn’t care about it once.
Instead, he used a villain mentality to maliciously speculate on his kindness.
This is not a dog biting Lu Dongbin and not knowing what a good heart is.
Sure enough, Wiliam turned around to look at Li Nanfeng, and suddenly smiled.
It was a little crazy to laugh!
Looking at Li Nanfeng now, Wiliam’s disappointment in his eyes became more intense.
I thought he was a man of iron and bones.
But now, it’s just a waste of Qin Muchu.
“Li Nanfeng, do you still have the face to let me save your grandma?” Wiliam asked back.
Li Nanfeng who asked this was even more embarrassed.
He really has a face.
Wiliam saved his grandmother, it was the Third Ende!
And Wiliam shouldn’t save his grandma!
What face do you have to beg him!
“Wiliam, are you still angry at what I said just now? I admit that I did treat a gentleman like a
villain. I apologize to you.” Li Nanfeng knelt on the ground and said sincerely.
Wiliam sighed and shook his head.
Li Nanfeng, Li Nanfeng, you don’t even know why I am angry, what can I say?
It seems that this life is destined to miss our master and servant.

I wanted to give you a good luck, but you killed it yourself, no wonder I am.
Wiliam looked back disappointedly, intending to move on.
But behind him, Li Nanfeng’s voice came again.
“Wiliam! Don’t go! What do you want from me! You can save my grandma!” Li Nanfeng
suddenly shouted.
Wiliam didn’t look back, but said sternly, “Okay, do you want me to save your grandma? You
can dig your eyes, I can consider it.”
Wiliam’s words were just a moment of anger.
But after all, Li Nanfeng behind him suddenly let out a bitter laugh.
“Self-digging eyes? Hahaha! What a self-digging eyes! I, Li Nanfeng, are confident in my
martial arts, and I have never put people in my eyes. What is the use of keeping it! Thank
you, Wiliam, what is the use of keeping my eyes! That’s okay! I dug out my eyes! From now
on, I don’t look at people with my eyes anymore! Try to look at people with my heart!” Li
Nanfeng With a sorrowful smile, suddenly stretched out two fingers, which turned out to be
real, and went to his own eyes!
Huang Zhengyin, who has been observing Li Nanfeng, suddenly shouted, “Wiliam! He really
dug his eyes!”
Wiliam had a bit of blood in his ears when he heard Li Nanfeng’s words just now.
He was called by Huang Zhengyin and turned around.
At this time, he happened to see that Li Nanfeng’s two fingers had been inserted into his
eyes.
Yanhong blood came out along his eyes!
really!
Self-digging eyes!
This hardcore scene made Wiliam once again stare at Li Nanfeng.
This kid, it seems that there is still blood.
However, his only weakness is his grandma.
Hey……
However, this is a bad fate after all, what will happen in the future, let’s see.

After Li Nanfeng dug his eyes, he seemed to feel no pain at all.
He just felt a warmth on his face that he had never felt before.
He knew that it was blood flowing out of his eyes.
This eye blood seemed to awaken all Li Nanfeng’s integrity.
He suddenly looked up to the sky and laughed.
What did he see?
He can see nothing now.
His world has become pitch black.
However, in this darkness, he suddenly had an unprecedented sense of security.
As if, this should belong to his world.
In the past twenty years, his eyes have seen too many intrigues.
Even one of his hearts was polluted by the turbidity in his eyes.
It’s okay now, my eyes are blank.
But it seemed to re-inject a burst of hot sunshine into his world.
At the same moment when he dug his eyes, Li Nanfeng actually felt a kind of enlightenment.
He seemed to understand why Wiliam was angry just now.
Thinking about Wiliam, arrogant and unparalleled in the world, how could he still be worried
because of his few words!
This is simply humiliating him!
The reason why Wiliam was really angry was still his actions!
Earlier, he had obviously agreed to Wiliam, not to violate his original intentions, and to
maintain integrity forever.
However, for the sake of his grandmother, he went back and forth and went against his
heart. This was the reason why Wiliam was really angry.
Ho ho, I once again treat the gentleman’s belly like a villain.

“These eyes are good for dug! The world I dug is bright! I woke up when I dug! Wiliam!
Thank you! I fully realized it! I woke up like a dream!” Li Nanfeng laughed.
He couldn’t see where Wiliam was.
But Xin knew that Wiliam was listening to him.
And Huang Zhengyin on the side was so scared that he got goosebumps. He pulled Wiliam
and said nervously, “Wiliam, is this kid crazy? Do you want to go to the hospital together!”
But Wiliam didn’t speak.
He just stared at the bloody man in front of him.
Li Nanfeng is now a real man.
At the cost of a pair of eyes, I finally awakened my heart.
I don’t know what a heavy price this is!
However, you wake up after all.
It’s a pity, a bit, too late.
Although Wiliam marveled at Li Nanfeng’s awakening like a dream at this moment, he still
had no plans to save his grandma.
This is Li Nanfeng’s fate.
At least, Li Nanfeng now has enough reason to let Wiliam try to save people again.
Wiliam is indifferent by nature, proud of his character, and how strong his heart is.
And Li Nanfeng also knew Wiliam’s character. At this moment, he didn’t ask Wiliam to save
people anymore.
He just moved forward and bowed deeply, “The grace of rebirth, I will repay it in the next life!
This life in this life, I will accompany my grandma!”
“Huang Zhengyin is right! I beg you one thing, take me out.” When Li Nanfeng said these
words, he said righteously, as if asking for help, but he was straight and high.
Huang Zhengyin couldn’t help but walked forward, held Li Nanfeng, and walked slowly
outside.
But just as Li Nanfeng and Wiliam passed by, a scene that Wiliam would never forget
suddenly appeared.

The grandma, who had been unconscious on Li Nanfeng’s back, suddenly slowed her eyes
and oozing tears…
The wooden man shed tears!
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Wiliam is well aware of Li Nanfeng’s condition.
The Otsumu flow on her body was already very serious.
It is estimated that 80% of the body has been lignified, and cannot move at will.
The whole person is worse than a vegetative, and it is estimated that only consciousness is
barely supporting her to survive.
But what did he see now!
Grandma Li Nanfeng actually shed tears.
This is more magical than he saved forty people in just seven minutes!
It’s impossible!
This scene caused a storm in Wiliam’s heart!
What is it that made Grandma Li Nanfeng cry…
What makes Li Nanfeng’s grandmother alive today…
It’s Li Nanfeng!
His grandmother must be as deep as the sea with him, obsessed with her.
His grandmother must also know Li Nanfeng’s character, so she couldn’t let go of him in
every possible way.
This was what supported Li Nanfeng’s grandmother to survive and refuse to die.
But just now, Li Nanfeng dug his eyes out of his own eyes and uttered some sultry male
words.
It was these words that irritated Li Nanfeng’s grandma Muren to tears!
His grandmother was so distressed that Li Nanfeng lost her eyes.

It also seemed to grow up in joy when Li Nanfeng lost his eyes.
Wiliam was suddenly deeply moved by this hard work.
Wiliam thought of his grandfather.
My grandfather, why didn’t he treat himself with good intentions and miss him in every
possible way.
It’s a pity that although he has grown up, he never has the opportunity to repay grandpa’s
kindness anymore.
Now, standing in front of me is another grandson Enyuan…
“Hold on.” Thinking of this, Wiliam couldn’t help speaking, and stopped Li Nanfeng.
One of his heart, arrogance turned into powder.
Li Nanfeng stopped, but he didn’t speak.
He also didn’t know how the grandma behind him had been mixed with joy just now.
“Huang Zhengyin, help him to the hotel where he is staying, and I will go with you.” Wiliam
sighed and said suddenly.
Li Nanfeng trembled, he understood what these words meant.
Wiliam was finally willing to save his grandma.
If it was Li Nanfeng before, he would definitely be grateful, and even knelt down to thank
Wiliam for his kindness.
But at this moment, Li Nanfeng just nodded to Wiliam lightly, “Thank you.”
Two words are enough!
When Wiliam saw this, not only did he not blame him, but he felt relieved.
This is Li Nanfeng who really should stand upright.
Huang Zhengyin followed Wiliam’s instructions and sent them to the hotel.
He seemed to know that Wiliam wanted to treat Li Nanfeng and Li Nanfeng’s grandmother
again.

After some hesitation, Huang Zhengyin persuaded: “Wiliam, you are too busy to take care of
yourself now, how can you treat people? I don’t think his grandmother’s illness has been a
day or two. It’s better to wait for you to rest. …”
“You go back first, I have my own decision.” Wiliam said lightly.
Huang Zhengyin knew Wiliam’s character, so he didn’t say anything any more, just dropped
a sentence, “Tomorrow I will be home waiting for my father and I, we will come to thank you
personally.”
Then he left the hotel.
In the room, Wiliam and Li Nanfeng were silent.
In the end, Wiliam said, “I will help you put your grandma on the bed and show you her eyes.
However, Li Nanfeng refused, “You don’t need to show me my eyes. I feel very good now,
and it’s more relaxed than when I had eyes.”
Wiliam said, “Losing your eyes is another chance for you. Since I have accepted your jade
pearl, I will do you a favor and stop your blood.”
With that, Wiliam took Li Nanfeng’s grandmother and put her on the bed first, and then
looked at Li Nanfeng.
Li Nanfeng’s eyes were already blank, and these eyes were completely useless.
Wiliam took a few shots lightly to stop the blood for him, and then said, “You are going to
spend this life in the dark.”
Li Nanfeng nodded, “It’s so good.”
The two were speechless again.
This time, Li Nanfeng said first: “Wiliam, if you don’t dislike it, I am still willing to work for you
in this life. You should know these words from the bottom of my heart.”
When Li Nanfeng said this, his heart was calm.
He had completely admired Wiliam, and he also understood that the three-day agreement
that day, Wiliam had a chance to win.
This kind of favor, if you can pay it back, you will pay it back in your life, if you can’t pay it
back, it will be a pain in the next life!
However, Wiliam laughed. He looked at Li Nanfeng coldly in front of him and said, “Want to
be my subordinate?”

Li Nanfeng nodded confidently and said yes.
Wiliam said again, “This is different from the past, do you think you are still worthy of me as
a subordinate?”
Li Nanfeng almost didn’t hesitate to think, “When your subordinates are not worthy, you are a
slave! If you are not a slave, you are a dog!”
This sentence made Wiliam stunned.
When it was clearly said, the content of the words was low in the dust.
But the tone is unattainable, unparalleled arrogance.
Wiliam looked at Li Nanfeng and suddenly laughed, “Okay! I will take you as a slave! You
remember what you said today!”
“Naturally, I won’t forget it easily.” Li Nanfeng nodded solemnly.
“Okay, next I will treat your grandma first, and you can rest aside. I am 90% sure of your
grandma’s illness. Afterwards, I will let Chen Dongbai take care of you and your grandma for
a period of time. After you adapt to the dark life, come to me again. Your grandma will
naturally be taken care of later.” Wiliam said.
“Thank you.” After Li Nanfeng said these words, he stopped talking.
But Wiliam concentrated on treating his grandma.
As for the treatment, Li Nanfeng lost his eyes and couldn’t see it.
But his heart was bright.
There is Wiliam here for good luck, and you know the result without looking.
After half an hour, Wiliam said, “I gave your grandma the first course of injections. I can feel
your grandma’s determination. I believe that in a month, your grandma will wake up. I will go
back first. Chen Dongbai will come over to meet you in detail.”
Hearing that grandma would wake up in less than a month, Li Nanfeng couldn’t help showing
a smile on his face.
He can’t remember for a few years, grandma hasn’t opened her eyes.
Not to mention a word.
One month, I really look forward to it.
“Thank you, forgive me for not sending it.” Li Nanfeng said with a smile.

Wiliam nodded, and left the hotel first.
And the next day, at Tianyi Martial Arts Hall.
A gray-haired old man, surrounded by a group of apprentices, walked into the discussion
hall.
This person is Huang Zhengyin’s father, Frederick, the master of Tianyi Martial Arts Hall!
Huang Zhengyin told Frederick about yesterday’s affairs with excitement, and finally said:
“Dad, this Wiliam has great kindness to us at Tianyi Martial Arts Hall. We are in love with
reason, and we must come to thank him. For a while, I have made an appointment with
Wiliam and asked him to wait for us at home. Look…”
Frederick, who heard the cause and effect of the incident, suddenly showed a crippling
smile, “You said, that person is called Wiliam, right. Ho ho, he doesn’t go where there is a
way to heaven, he dares to break through if there is no way to hell! Just take a trip! , I have
revenge against him! I have grudges against him!”
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Huang Zhengyin was taken aback when he heard it. How could his father use this tone?
He quickly asked: “Dad, do you know this Wiliam? Have a holiday with him?”
Frederick sneered: “Zhengyin, you have been outside during this period of time. I’m afraid
that you don’t know what’s going on at home. Do you know whose hands your junior brother
Siirius died?”
Huang Zhengyin’s face became stiff, and it was difficult to channel him: “You didn’t mean
Wiliam? Are you saying that Junior Brother Qin died in Wiliam’s hands?”
Frederick put the two walnuts in his hand and said: “Exactly! So, this Wiliam is our
unshakable enemy of Tianyi Martial Arts Center! How can I not revenge your brother’s
hatred!”
Huang Zhengyin didn’t know the details, but he bit his head and said, “Dad, think twice. You
also know that Junior Brother Qin is a person. This person is self-contained and too
insidious. He must have annoyed Wiliam first. Only then will we bring about the disaster.
Besides, we who are practicing martial arts should have been devoted to Taoism. Junior
brother Qin is not doing business. He has been a bastard in the rivers and lakes for the past
few years. Don’t you think this is a shame. Noodles?”
“You don’t have to say it anymore!” Frederick interrupted Huang Zhengyin.

How can Frederick not know what Siirius has done in Q City ( Qena City ) in recent years?
However, those who practice martial arts have always been indifferent to fame and fortune.
In the past few years, it was Siirius who enshrined the entire Tianyi Martial Arts Hall.
It was Siirius who was able to let Frederick live a life like a fairy.
But these words, Frederick could not say to Huang Zhengyin.
“Zhengyin, you are so protective of that Wiliam, is it because of this so-called kindness?”
Frederick looked at Huang Zhengyin with indisputable eyes.
Huang Zhengyin choked for a while.
He didn’t think that Wiliam had such a deep enmity with his father, and things were difficult to
handle now.
I was going to say thank you to Wiliam’s house, but now it seems that I can only say nothing.
“Dad, that Wiliam is only in his twenties, and he is so young and capable of martial arts. I
really can’t bear this kind of good seedling being killed by you…” Huang Zhengyin said
something to his heart.
But these words attracted Frederick’s attention.
“What are you talking about? This Wiliam is only in his twenties?” He frowned and asked.
In Frederick’s heart, this Wiliam can defeat Siirius, indicating that he is already a master of
external power.
Ordinary external power masters must cultivate to a certain level, and they must be at least
thirty years old.
Didn’t think that Wiliam was only in his twenties?
Frederick thought, if this kid is really a martial arts wizard, it would be better to give him a
way out, depending on whether he knows each other.
“In this way, you call that Wiliam out, and I will meet him. When the time comes, I have my
own decision.” Frederick said to Huang Zhengyin.
Huang Zhengyin was overjoyed when he heard his father’s tone loosen.
He really didn’t want to be an enemy of Wiliam.
“Dad, since we are going to meet, why don’t we go to his house to find him?” Huang
Zhengyin asked.

Frederick’s face was solemn, and he said loudly and harshly: “Hu Hong! What is my status
as Frederick! What is his status as a hairy boy! I come to the door, and he has to bear it!
Besides, now is different. Tianyi Martial Arts Hall is no longer an ordinary martial arts gym.
By then I will be the dragon among the people. If I don’t let him come to visit me, I will give
you a face.”
Huang Zhengyin was dizzy when he was scolded, but he savoured the words of his father,
and suddenly said in surprise: “Dad, what do you mean is that you went out this time and
gained a lot?”
Huang Zhengyin knew the reason why his father went out this time.
Frederick is more than sixty years old this year, and his martial arts state has reached the
middle stage of foreign power.
At the level of the middle stage of Waijin, on the ground of Q City ( Qena City ), people who
can beat him can be counted with one hand.
Therefore, Frederick is famous in Q City ( Qena City ) martial arts, and Tianyi martial arts
hall is also famous.
However, Frederick is very ambitious. He is not satisfied with the status quo, and wants to go
to the next level.
But to go to a higher level, you need a more advanced martial arts, and the guidance of
martial arts masters.
After being recommended, Frederick finally got a line and met a doorman who claimed to be
Lingyue Villa outside.
This Lingyue Villa is a giant that has suddenly risen out of thin air in the past few years.
It is said to be a wealthy family, but to the insiders, Lingyue Villa is a more lofty martial arts
holy land.
Frederick passed this time, intending to take refuge in Lingyue Villa.
Wanting to take the shelter of Lingyue Villa to make Tianyi Martial Arts Hall a higher level.
“You were wrong. I finally met the deputy villager of Lingyue Villa. It was a coincidence that
the deputy villager was very happy when he heard that I was from Q City ( Qena City ). It
turned out that he was also from Q City ( Qena City ), but he just left home. I haven’t been
back for many years. This time, the deputy owner decided to help me. In a few days, he will
return to Q City ( Qena City ) in person to conduct an on-site assessment on us. However,
according to the deputy owner’s words, this is also It’s just a formality. Think about it, if we
get on the big ship of Lingyue Villa and fly to the sky, isn’t it just around the corner?”
Frederick tried his best to suppress the excitement and maintain his majesty in front of his
son.

But the excitement on his face was completely uncontrollable.
And Huang Zhengyin is also shining in his eyes!
Tianyi Martial Arts Hall is still well-known in Q City ( Qena City ), but it’s nothing more than Q
City ( Qena City ).
And this Lingyue Villa, not only has the wealth of an enemy country outside, but the clerks
are outstanding in martial arts, and any beginner disciple must be above the outside power.
If you can really become a vassal of Lingyue Villa, Tianyi Martial Arts Hall is really different!
Frederick couldn’t stop this bragging anymore, he suddenly showed a wooden sign in his
pocket, “Look, what is this?”
Huang Zhengyin took a closer look and saw that this wooden sign was simple in shape, with
an invisible animal carved on it, and on the back, three characters were written in a strange
text.
“Dad, what is this? Why do you have such a treasure?” Huang Zhengyin asked curiously.
Frederick knocked on Huang Zhengyin’s head and scolded: “I don’t know how to learn! You
show it to Lao Tzu! The animal carved on the front is the auspicious blood unicorn of the sky!
And the three words on the back are Oracle , It was written in the words’Kirin Slave’!”
Kirin slave?
Huang Zhengyin was even more confused.
Seeing Huang Zhengyin’s incomprehension, Frederick’s interest gradually faded, and said
lazily: “The totem of Lingyue Villa is the blood unicorn. Once you enter Lingyue Villa, you are
called the Qilin slave and the owner of Lingyue Villa. It’s just a unicorn slave. This card was
first given to me by the deputy dealer. Anyway, he will only go through the motions when he
comes back in a few days. The most important thing is that he wants to go back to visit
relatives.”
“I’m really curious, who is the relative of this deputy owner in Q City ( Qena City )? I want to
treat his relatives well before he returns.”

Chapter 440.
Now, Wiliam has won the hearts of the people, and everyone’s hope is well received! A
hundred responses!
This is not the highest glory of a martial artist!

Huang Zhengyin patted Wiliam on the shoulder, “Forget it, the ambulance should also be
coming soon, so take a good rest, we will always remember your kindness today.”
But at this time, Wiliam gently pushed Huang Zhengyin away, and said with a weak tone but
firmly: “I, Wiliam, never give up halfway!”
After saying this, he rushed forward again, shooting out the silver needle in his hand as if he
were desperate!
One by one silver needles drew a brilliant red light in the air.
In the lobby of Tianyi Martial Arts Hall, it seemed that there was a magnificent meteor
shower.
Everyone looked at the silver needles stupidly, their eyes flushed long ago.
This little guy is changing his life!
does it worth?
He never knew these patients at all.
What is supporting him, giving up so desperately to save others?
After much deliberation, there is only one answer!
He is the real healer!
Healers are unparalleled!
Benevolence!
Work forever!
Compared with Huang Daoqing before, the image of Wiliam can no longer be erased in
everyone’s hearts!
Some people even began to pray.
Pray that today’s sudden disaster will disappear out of thin air.
Pray for the health and safety of so many patients at the scene.
Pray for Wiliam, pray that he will live a long life forever!
Six minutes passed.
Wiliam’s face was already green.

His body was completely wet with cold sweat.
Those who hang upside down in mid-air are mostly unconscious.
But as Wiliam applied the needle, some began to twitch.
Everyone didn’t know whether this was a misfortune or a blessing, each of them opened
their mouths wide, afraid to say a word.
And in the end, as Wiliam spilled all the long live safflower in his hand, the people suddenly
coughed violently.
Suddenly, someone wowed again and vomited blood!
Immediately afterwards, there was the second and the third.
Those who hung upside down turned out to vomit blood.
However, seeing them vomiting blood, the people at the scene suddenly burst into
thunderous applause!
Before, these people vomited blood clots!
Now, what they vomit is blushing blood!
In other words, the blood clotting poison was really resolved by this Wiliam!
In this scene, I don’t know how many people were infected!
I don’t know how many people are shocked!
Everyone seemed to be full of passion, and they couldn’t vent it!
Huang Zhengyin even clenched his fists and screamed!
Too much relief!
This Wiliam is really a strange man in the world!
Before that, no one could believe that one person could rescue these venomous patients in
just seven minutes!
The number is as many as forty people!
But now, Wiliam has done it!
In front of these people, Wiliam created an amazing miracle!

No, it should be said that the existence of Wiliam is a miracle!
These people finally survived.
In other words, Wiliam kept the reputation of Tianyi Martial Arts Hall by himself!
Thinking of this, Huang Zhengyin’s eyes were also red.
He hurried forward and supported Wiliam.
He carefully examined Wiliam’s expression and found that although Wiliam’s face was
extremely pale, his pulse condition was fairly stable.
It should be life-threatening.
However, after this battle, he rarely said that he would have to stay in bed for a month or two
to fully recover.
This is already God Bless Wiliam!
Huang Zhengyin made people hurry to put down those hanging upside down.
After those people were put down, the twitches of their bodies gradually subsided, and their
breathing gradually settled down.
Seeing this scene, the people at the scene suddenly looked at Wiliam together.
Especially the family members of those patients were grateful to Wiliam.
With a person kneeling down to Wiliam silently.
A group of people also knelt down slowly.
Half of the people present knelt down to Wiliam, grateful for his life-saving grace!
Seeing these people kneeling towards Wiliam at the scene, one person in the field had
mixed feelings.
He is Li Nanfeng!
Since Wiliam finally gave up his life to save, Li Nanfeng’s heart began to regret.
Suddenly he wondered if he had saved the abdomen of a gentleman with a villain’s heart!
Wiliam was not that kind of sinister villain at all.

On the contrary, looking at him now, he is frank and frank, the man in the world, who is as
brave and mighty as him!
Yes, I misunderstood him.
Once Li Nanfeng had this idea in his heart, he could no longer contain it.
He suddenly slapped himself severely!
If you misunderstand him, forget it.
I even said such harsh words to him!
Li Nanfeng would never say such words before.
Now, he actually said to Wiliam.
Thinking of Wiliam’s selfless help again and again, and thinking of Wiliam’s face pale with
anger by his words, Li Nanfeng suddenly felt out of breath.
remorse!
He is a gentleman, I am a complete villain!
Seeing that Wiliam was placed on a chair by Huang Zhengyin to rest, Li Nanfeng wanted to
go forward and say sorry, but he couldn’t move forward.
His own words really hurt Wiliam too much.
He treats himself as a friend, and dared to take it with him.
And what about yourself, what would you give him back?
With one vicious sentence, one by one malicious speculation.
Are you still a human!
And Wiliam on the side didn’t even see Li Nanfeng.
He sat in a chair, and even though he knew those people were kneeling to give thanks, he
couldn’t do anything.
As everyone knows, his body is also undergoing earth-shaking changes!
He was too reluctant to turn the tide this time.
Serious overdraft of energy.

In fact, at the end, he felt more than once that his spirit was on the verge of collapse.
It seems that as long as one exerts force, the mind will immediately shatter.
However, there is a mysterious power, every time on the verge of collapse, a vast blood is
born out of thin air!
It was this blood energy that hung Wiliam’s last mind there, so that it would not completely
collapse.
Now, he survived.
Wiliam sat on the chair for five or six minutes before stretching out his hands.
The first thing he did was put his hand into his pocket.
Then, he took out something.
Wiliam suddenly smiled tragically when he saw what he was holding.
it is as expected!
I was fortunate enough to recover a life this time, thanks to it!
What Wiliam was holding in his hand was a simple piece of jade.
Only now, there are clearly visible cracks in the jade.
In the cracks, deep in the blood!
This piece of blood jade from the head of Lantern Village used the power of the whole village
to practice blood for him. At the most dangerous moment, it saved Wiliam’s life!
And when Lu Yezheng was in a daze, the jade in his hand suddenly uttered an inaudible
hum.
The blood jade turned into powder in public!

